Minutes of DS-PHY (7 Nov 1995)
Montreal, Quebec

Attendees:
Jan Boer (AT&T), chair
Mike Trompower (Aironet), editor
Don Sloan (Aironet)
John Fakestalis (Harris)
William Roberts (AMI)
Bert Sullam (Seattle Silicon)

Mike Trompower will be secretary

Agenda for this meeting set:

approval of past minutes
resolve LB comments
revisit FER calculation
review/update PICS Proforma
review section 8,9 LB comments

Minutes of July meeting in Maui approved by consensus.
(There was no DS PHY meeting held in Schaumburg)

LB comment resolutions are recorded in document #227-12A and the updated section 12 text is recorded in document #243.

comments pertaining to the addition of a duration field will be tabled until after hearing the paper presented at the full working group on Wednesday.

all LB responses are considered unanimously accepted except for the cases noted below:
LB #17,41 - vote 3-1-0 to in favor of adopting the comment into section 12. The added text was adopted 4-0-0.
Minutes of DS-PHY (8 Nov 1995)
Montreal, Quebec

Attendees:
Jan Boer (AT&T), chair
Mike Trompower (Aironet), editor
Don Sloan (Aironet)
John Fakestalis (Harris)
Al Petrick (Harris)
William Roberts (AMI)
Bert Sullam (Seattle Silicon)

Continue with letter ballot comment resolutions.

See document #227-12A for resolutions and document #243 for revised text.
Attendees:
Jan Boer (AT&T), chair
Mike Trompower (Aironet), editor
Don Sloan (Aironet)
John Fakestalis (Harris)
Al Petrick (Harris)
William Roberts (AMI)
Bert Sullam (Seattle Silicon)

Accepted proposal by Mike Trompower to update PLME, PMD, SAP primitives (5-0-0)

No text available for DUR field addition to PLCP header if accepted by full working group.

Jan Boer reviewed announcements and report to full PHY and full working group.

Adjourn DS PHY meeting 10:00

Acceptance of all DS PHY changes as incorporated into section 12 were ratified 12-0-0 in the full meeting.